
ASSEMBLY

General: 
Clean your mask before using it for the fi rst time. Reference our recommended cleaning 
techniques found in the User Manual and on our website. 
Watch videos online for more detail on each of the assembly steps, mask care, and cleaning 
techniques: howto.openstandardindustries.com

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Identify and confi rm Facepiece size is the one you ordered by looking for the raised size-label on 
the front of the nose region (S, M, L).
2. Insert Lock Ring into Facepiece by pushing it through circular hole, with the three ridged locking 
features pointing outward, away from the face fi tting side. Stretch the round of Facepiece around 
one locking feature at a time. Once secured in Facepiece, Lock Ring will be able to rotate.
3. Orient Lock Ring such that one rib is downward, pointed away from nose of Facepiece. Set this 
sub-assembly aside until later.

Note: Filter Adapter has specifi c orientation.  Looking at back side with fi nger grips, there is a small arrow pointing 
toward the protruding cylinder. This arrow indicates the top and center of Filter Adapter. 
4. Grip back side of Filter Adapter, and with other hand grasp Filter Grill. Rotate both components 
counter-clockwise (lefty-loosey) to separate components. Place Filter Grill aside for use in fi nal assembly step.
5. Align top arrow of Filter Adapter with size label on nose of Facepiece. Push Facepiece onto cylindrical protru-
sion of Filter Adapter. It can help to slide the nose-side of Facepiece over the cylinder fi rst. If assembly is diffi  cult, 
be sure a Lock Ring spoke is pointing downward.
6. Holding Filter Adapter and Facepiece with the arrow and size-label aligned, rotate Lock Ring clockwise until tightly 
locked into place. The top Lock Ring spoke should point between 12 and 1 o’clock. Be sure arrow and size-label 
align as well as possible—misalignment may aff ect fi t or comfort. This may take a few tries of rotating Facepiece and 
tightening Lock Ring to get right. Please refer to the assembly video #2 for more detailed instruction if needed.
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Filter Adapter to Facepiece Assembly
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7. Similar to a backpack: (1) thread a Lower-neck Strap through middle rectangular gap in one clasp, and 
(2) wrap it back through adjacent fully closed gap. Pull one fi nger length of strap through the gap. 
Reference the diagram for more clarity.
8. To secure strap in position, pull/stretch each loose end of strap through the two pinching “teeth” labeled 
(3) in the fi gure. To adjust fi t, pull loose end of strap back past the teeth, adjust free length of strap, and 
then secure straps back into place. (After your mask is fully assembled, you will likely repeat this step to 
adjust for comfort and seal.)
9. Repeat steps 7-8 with the second Lower-neck Strap

10. Ensure the two clasp pieces are locked together similar to that shown in the diagram.

BAG #3 
Lower-neck Straps and Clasps

Lower Neck Strap Clasp Upper Head Strap
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1.
2.

3.

Note: Always clean your hands before and after handling Filter Media. 
16. Remove one Filter Media from its individual bag. Look at both sides of Filter Media, some have a green 
side, others have printing on them. The marked side of the fi lter with either printed labels, or green color 
should point away from your face when wearing the mask. 
17. Hold Filter Adapter by the fi nger grips and orient it so fi lter area points upwards. Place the Filter Media 
in cylindrical recess in Filter Adapter. Ensure the Filter Media lays fl at, centered, and within the inside edge 
of Filter Adapter.
18. Seat Filter Grill over the Filter Media in the Filter Adapter. The tabs on Filter Adapter and Filter Grill 
should slide past each other easily. Holding Filter Adapter rigid, rotate Filter Grill clockwise until you hear or 
feel 3 or more clicks required to create an adequate seal.

19. Verify Filter Grill is fully seated and all four tabs are engaged. The Filter Grill should require some 
gripping force to remove.

Note: Before every use, inspect all components for cleanliness, damage and secure assembly. If any compo-
nent is damaged do not use the mask. Go to openstandardindustries.com to fi nd replacement components.
1. Grasp Filter Grill and Upper-head Strap in two diff erent hands. Set the soft Facepiece on your face, register 
lower cup of Facepiece over your chin, and nose of mask on bridge of your nose. Pull Upper-head Strap 
back and over your head so it sits on the crown of your head. The lower edge of the facepiece should cover 
the chin and the upper section of the mask should not be higher than the bridge of your nose.
2. Pick up the two Lower-neck Straps by their Clasps, wrap each around your neck, and connect Clasps by 
slipping the ring-shaped end over Clasp with cylindrical clip. Pull Clasps tight, snapping them securely into place
3. Check for any air leakage around the seal by exhaling sharply and forcefully. You can also test by briefl y 
placing an empty plastic Mask Components bag over the Filter Grill, and carefully using a light suction to 
feel if the mask pulls inward. Also try moving your head around up/down, and left/right.
●Note that feeling a jet of air near your eyes indicates a leak.
●If the fit is already close, it will improve after about 5 minutes of wearing the mask as the Facepiece and 
your skin acclimate.
●Small adjustments can be made by gripping the grill and shifting the mask on your face, or shifting where 
on the crown of your head the Upper-head Strap sits.
●If air continues to leak around your nose, you may need to remove the mask to shorten the length of the 
Upper-head Strap. Revisit assembly steps 11-16.
●If air leaks at the face mask edges, try tightening the Lower-neck Straps. Unclip the neck straps and 
revisit assembly step 8.
●As you wear the mask you will learn how much large smiling or large facial gesturing aff ects fi t and seal.
4. The inside of the Facepiece will get wet with condensation, and more so in colder weather. Occasionally 
it is helpful to dry out the moisture. Be sure to use clean hands and a clean towelette.
5. We also recommend cleaning your mask regularly. This can be done by removing the fi lter, and then 
disassembling the mask components and soaking the rigid and rubber components in hot soapy water. 
Do not attempt to clean your fi lter.
FILTER REPLACEMENT 
●We recommend changing the fi lter if any noticeable change in breathing resistance, discoloration, or 
smell occurs. 
●For the occasional user we recommend a fresh fi lter once a month. 
●For the heavy user on the order of eight (8) hour shifts, either dispose of the filter after each shift, or cycle 
through filters leaving up to a week between reuse. 
●When changing the filter, first dispose of the used filter, then wash the mask and your hands according to 
the ‘Cleaning Techniques’ section outlined in the user manual before handling and installing a new filter.
●To maintain filter effectiveness, the Filter Media should dry completely between uses.

11. To secure Lower-neck Strap, push bottom left anchor point (adjacent to raised text on Filter Adapter) 
through the hole in free end of strap. This may require catching hole on edge of the anchor and stretching 
strap around until strap fully seats in place (it will stretch a lot).
12. Attach the other free end of Lower-neck Strap to the other bottom lug, also adjacent to raised text. Be sure 
there are no twists in strap and the cylindrical portion of clasp is pointing away from where your neck will be.
13. Taking the Upper-head Strap from BAG 3, wrap it around crown of your head and pull straps about a 
fi nger width in front of your cheek bones. Pull with light tension (about another fi nger width of stretch) and 
identify the hole at your fi ngers. These are the starting points to fi nd correct fi t for the upper strap. Attach 
this hole to top left anchor-point. Stretch hole over anchor-point as done in step 11.

14. Make sure no twists are in strap and attach free end to remaining top anchor-point.

15. To verify you got it right, suspend Filter Adapter by Upper-head Strap and verify that arrow points 
roughly downward. To adjust comfort and seal you may repeat these steps to fi nd comfortable and 
adequate tension on the straps when testing fi t.

BAG #4 
Secure Filter Media into Filter Adapter

WEAR AND FIT INSTRUCTIONS

Attach straps to the Filter Adapter

See Assembly Video 
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See Assembly Video 
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